The Canine Condo

Donations made at the following levels will be recognized with attractive, prominently displayed signage inscribed with your chosen name. One-time or multi-year gifts (up to 3 years) may be eligible. Namings are dependent upon availability and will be confirmed as received.

**Canine Condo (entire building)** $750,000
Our Canine Condo, with its cozy kennel suites, is where our dogs will reside and be cared for while they are in training or delivering a litter of puppies.

**Puppy Nurseries (2)** $75,000
It all begins here, in these warm and cozy family dens, where our puppies will be whelped and cared for by their mothers for the first weeks of their lives.

**Puppy Schoolyards (2)** $50,000
These schoolyards, enriched with creative training props and equipment, are designed to help our young puppies gain the confidence they need to succeed as service dogs.

**Play Yards (2)** $35,000
It’s important for working dogs to have plenty of fun and exercise. These large yards will provide the perfect gathering places for these “tasks” to happen.

**Canine Cantina** $35,000
Eating good food is a favorite pastime for all our dogs and our food prep room is where all their meals will be prepared and dished up. “Bone appetite!”

**Dog Spa** $25,000
Grooming is an important part of any service dog’s life. Bathing, brushing and pedicures keep our dogs looking and smelling great, and our dog spa is where it all happens.

**Dog Suites (22)** $25,000
Bed and biscuit anyone? After a rigorous day of training and recreation, our dogs will retire to these cozy suites with their roommates to catch some zzzzz’s.

**Information Center** $15,000
Our information center provides a central hub for staff and volunteers to meet, keep an eye on video monitors in the dog suites, and chart our in-house dogs’ daily needs.

**Other Property Features**

**Entry Lane** $250,000
Our 650’ entry lane winds gently through beautiful trees and plantings. Your chosen name will be inscribed on the street sign.

**Picnic Grove** $35,000
“Whine and dine” gatherings promote positive relationships within the Summit community. Our picnic grove will provide a wonderful place for people and dogs to enjoy the outdoors.

**Woodland Trails (5)** $10,000
Everyone will want to “walk n’ roll” on our trails. These trails will meander the campus with memorials to commemorate the exceptional dogs and people who have left our world.

**Welcome Tiles (30)** $5,000
 Commemorate your favorite people or pets with a large, decorative welcome tile. Tiles will be placed on sidewalks, hallways and entry lobbies throughout the campus.